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This spring the Center for Public Policy and Administration 
(CPPA) kicked off the Challenge for Tomorrow’s Leaders, a 

fundraising campaign that will provide our students with twice as 
many opportunities to connect ideas with action. Help us reach our 
goal; send in your contribution today!

Donations will support student 
learning directly through internship 
stipends, research opportunities and 
professional development experi-
ences. 

The Challenge for Tomorrow’s Lead-
ers is possible thanks to the generos-
ity of Kristen Keel (BS ’88, MPA ’92), 
who will match all donations to this 
campaign — up to $10,000 — until 
the end of 2015.

“People rarely enter public service to 
become rich. Instead, students often 
talk about giving back to society, 
changing social policy or making life 
better for others. Their ‘perfect job’ 
can be in a very specific niche, and 
entry-level positions are often hotly 
sought after, underfunded or subject to the vagaries of a grant cycle,” 
Keel says. “Landing a great internship can be the start to a great 
career. And funding internships for our next generation of public 
servants — our next generation of difference-makers — can be the 
final bit of leverage they need to get in the door.”

While Keel was pursuing her master’s degree, she volunteered at the 
Commonwealth’s Executive Office of Administration and Finance. 
A UMass grant made that unpaid stint possible and positioned her 
well when a paid position opened up in the office. She eventually 
became director of finance within the state’s Budget Bureau and ul-
timately undersecretary for the Executive Office of Administration 
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and Finance. In 1999 Keel joined Harvard Pilgrim Health Care as 
vice president for financial planning and analysis, playing a critical 
role in making that company profitable. She retired from Harvard 
Pilgrim in 2006. 

Keel’s challenge to the CPPA com-
munity comes on the heels of a sub-
stantial three-year pledge she made 
earlier this year. That gift exclusively 
provides funds for summer intern-
ships, a requirement for all CPPA 
master’s students. 

“Internships provide important 
learning experiences for policy 
students, and some of the best op-
portunities are at nonprofits, agen-
cies and municipalities with limited 
funding for interns,” says CPPA 
Director M.V. Lee Badgett. “The 
Keel fellowship program will help 
students prepare as effectively as 
possible for lives of public service.” 

Thanks to Keel’s initial gift, eight 
CPPA students were named Keel 

Fellows this summer. In addition, a 2014 donation from Richard 
Barnard (BS ’76, MPA ’86) that established a permanent endowment 
provided summer internship funding for three more students. For a 
complete list of 2015 student fellows, see page 2.

With the funds raised through the Challenge for Tomorrow’s Lead-
ers, CPPA will be able to offer future students an even stronger 
foundation.
 
“Let’s open some doors for tomorrow’s public servants,” says Keel. 
“Please join me in funding professional development opportunities 
for CPPA students.”

Alumnus Keel Challenges 
CPPA Community:

The annual newsletter of the Center for Public Policy and Administration Fall 2015

CPPA students visited centrist think tank Third Way during the 
January 2015 professional development trip to Washington, D.C.
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“ ”Let’s open some doors for tomorrow’s public servants!
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The Center for Public Policy and Administration is the hub of interdisciplinary 
public policy research, teaching, and engagement at the University of 
Massachusetts Amherst. CPPA teaches and conducts rigorous research to 
realize social change and solve problems for the common good. CPPA faculty 
and alumni are effective policy leaders from the local to the global levels 
in addressing topics such as family and care policy, environmental issues, 
emerging technologies, social inequalities, and governance. 

Connecting Ideas with Action

Gordon Hall, First Floor
418 North Pleasant Street
Amherst, MA 01002

Tel: (413) 545-3940
Fax: (413) 545-1108
www.masspolicy.org
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M.V. Lee Badgett
Director

From the Director’s Desk

Dear friends,
As we start a new academic year, we are proud to share with you 
the impressive recent accomplishments of CPPA’s faculty, staff and 
students. Our students’ projects and coursework cross borders and 
disciplines, including capstone group projects in Nepal and Thai-
land. Our alumni are getting elected to the State House, working for 
human rights, becoming thought leaders, and leading innovative 
organizations. Our faculty are winning awards for teaching and 
research, and our staff are creating innovative programs. Collectively, we’ve been recognized as 
one of the most innovative public service programs in the country! 

And just think about how much more we could do with a bigger, broader center —  more 
students, more programs, more faculty. What would that mean to get more ideas, research and 
well-trained leaders into the world to take on our toughest local and global issues?  

If you can imagine that, then I have wonderful news for you. For the last four years, we’ve been 
working toward becoming a School of Public Policy, and this year we expect that effort to make 
it through the final stages of approval. We’re looking forward to expanding into an undergradu-
ate program, more online offerings, and new public engagement efforts, and we’ll be working 
with a broader range of campus partners.  

Some of you remember when the public administration program was in the political science 
department. In the 1990s that program evolved into the Center for Public Policy and Admin-
istration, with an interdisciplinary master’s program and faculty from many fields. Becoming 
the School of Public Policy will mean a whole new level of visibility and influence outside of 
campus and in the realm of public policy education.  

You can be a part of our next stage, and this issue of our newsletter tells you how. Our alumna 
Kristen Keel has issued a generous challenge to CPPA and our alumni. We need your help to 
create new opportunities for our students to get real world professional experiences while they 
are here.  

You’ll see lots of changes over the next year, including the person sitting in the director’s chair 
by the next newsletter. I have been honored to direct CPPA since 2007, and working with such 
dedicated and amazing staff, faculty and students has been one of my most gratifying profes-
sional experiences. We’ve accomplished a lot together. The world that I do research in has also 
changed tremendously, and so for me the next stage will also include some exciting new areas 
of research.  

For now, we’ve got lots of work to do this year, so please join us!

Thanks to our generous donors, we were 
able to award paid fellowships to 13 stu-
dents completing their internship require-
ment this summer.

Angelica Carey (MPPA/MRP ’17) 
American Planning Association 
Washington, D.C.

Jessenia Carredano (MPPA ’16) 
Accion, Cambridge, Mass.

Charles Crabtree (MPPA ’16) 
U.S. Department of Commerce, 
International Trade Administration 
Memphis, Tenn.

Michael Crawford (MPPA/MBA ’17) 
Wellspring Collaborative 
Springfield, Mass.

Nicholas Fanuele (MPPA ’16) 
U.S. Department of State, U.S. Mission 
to the United Nations, New York, N.Y.

Miriam Kaplan (MPPA ’16) 
Massachusetts Department of Energy 
Resources, Boston, Mass.

Kelsey Lawlor (MPP ’16) 
Office of Connecticut Governor’s 
General Counsel, Hartford, Conn.

Emily Merlino (MPP ’16) 
Crisis Center of Tampa Bay, Tampa, Fla.

Kristen Keel Fellows

Richard Barnard Fellows

George Sulzner Fellows

Aiza Ashraf (MPPA ’16)
Verité, Amherst, Mass. 

Kelsey Barowich (MPP ’16) 
Massachusetts Women’s Political Caucus 
Boston, Mass.

Emily Devenney (MPP ’16)
Enroll America, Philadelphia, Pa.

Derek Krevat (MPPA ’16)
Americans for the Arts 
Washington, D.C.

Cameron Paleologopoulos (MPPA ‘16)
City of Holyoke, Holyoke, Mass.

2015 Student Fellows

Published by the Center for Public Policy and Administration at the University of Massachusetts Amherst. 
Director, M.V. Lee Badgett l Connections Editor and Designer, Michal Lumsden
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Connecting Ideas with Action

The Center for Public Policy and Administration was named among the most innovative public service pro-
grams in the country in 2015. The ranking, from the independent group Best Value Schools, specifically highlighted 

CPPA’s rigorous internship program and the intentional integration of social equity into teaching, research and service. 
“Being recognized nationally in this way is a testament to all the great work that CPPA’s faculty, students and staff do every 
day,” says CPPA Director M.V. Lee Badgett. “We’ve all known for a long time that CPPA’s program is innovative and of-
fers students truly unique learning opportunities both inside and outside the classroom. It’s an honor for our program to 
receive this kind of spotlight.” 

Professor Michael Ash (economics and public policy) served this 
spring as a visiting scholar at the Lisbon School of Economics and 
Management, in Portugal. Ash worked with Francisco Louçã, an econo-
mist and former member of the Portuguese Parliament, on a book on 
the institutions and networks that have supported neoliberal policies in 
Europe, the U.S. and Latin America.

Director M.V. Lee Badgett (economics) addressed an international 
forum last fall sponsored by the U.S. Agency for International De-
velopment that drew political leaders and development practitioners 
— including current and former Secretaries of State John Kerry and 
Madeleine Albright. Badgett spoke on a panel addressing how poverty 
affects populations that are socially marginalized due to disability, 
ethnicity, gender, geography or sexual orientation.

In July, Assistant Professor Steven Boutcher 
(sociology and public policy) traveled to Johan-
nesburg, South Africa, to participate in a 
three-day meeting hosted by the Initiative 
for Strategic Litigation in Africa (ISLA). 
ISLA works to advance human rights 
on the African continent by engaging 
with social movements and by pursuing 
winnable legal cases. Boutcher joined 
human rights activists and lawyers 
from Africa to consult about how to 
best use strategic litigation to advance 
human rights around sexual orientation 
and gender identity expression.

In spring 2015 Associate Professor Sylvia 
Brandt (resource economics and public policy) 
was an inaugural faculty fellow with the Public 
Engagement Project. During her fellowship, Brandt de-
veloped a network of economists, epidemiologists and public 
health researchers to improve public debate on the costs associated with 
childhood asthma that are attributable to air pollution. She shared her 
work with lawmakers and interest groups on Beacon Hill.

Associate Professor Brenda Bushouse (political science and public 
policy) spent her spring 2015 sabbatical as a visiting research faculty 
member at the Université Catholique de Louvain, in Belgium, and at 
the University of Nottingham, in Great Britain. In Belgium, she partici-
pated in the Institutional Analysis for Collective Action research group. 

On behalf of the Global Agenda Coun-
cil on the Future of Government, Dis-
tinguished University Professor Jane 
Fountain (political science and public 
policy) last fall received a Vision Award 
at the World Economic Forum Summit 
on the Global Agenda, in Dubai. The 
Council received the award for the Future 
of Government Smart Toolbox, a 2014 
report addressing how technology can help 
governments improve services, security, 
transparency and innovation. 

This spring Associate Professor Krista Harper (anthropology and 
public policy) served as a visiting maître des conferences at Centre Nor-
bert Elias in Marseille, France, and taught a master class for graduate 
students of anthropology at the École des Hautes Études en Sciences 
Sociales. Over the summer, Harper led a workshop on the Photovoice 
research methodology at the Summer Ethnographic Field School in 
Tallahassee, Florida.

Professor John Hird (political science) was named dean of the College 
of Social and Behavioral Sciences in April. Hird, the founding director 
of CPPA, had served as interim dean since April 2014.

Assistant Professor David Mednicoff (public policy) 
was an invited presenter at multiple confer-

ences this year, including the Doha 
Youth Forum on Crime Prevention 

and Criminal Justice, hosted by 
the Qatar Foundation and the 

United Nations Congress on 
Crime Prevention and Crimi-
nal Justice, and a pair of talks 
at Qatar University College 
of Law and the Second Gulf 
Studies Symposium at the 
American University of Ku-
wait. As part of the leadership 

team of iPlatform for Global 
Change, in June Mednicoff also 

visited the Za’atari refugee camp, 
Jordan’s largest, which is home to 

more than 80,000 displaced Syrians.

Associate Pro-
fessor Ellen Pader 

(regional planning), 
one of CPPA’s founding faculty mem-
bers, received the university’s 2014-2015 
Distinguished Community Engagement 
Award for Teaching, which recognizes one 
faculty member each year for extraordi-
nary accomplishments using community 
engagement to enhance students’ academic 
opportunities. Pader co-facilitates the 
Faculty Fellows’ Program in the Office of 
Civic Engagement and Service Learning, 
and teaches “Transforming Your World: 
Introduction to Community Engagement,” a service-learning course 
for undergraduates. 

This spring Associate Professor Charles Schweik (environmental 
conservation and public policy) was a visiting research professor at the 
Université Catholique de Louvain, in Belgium; at the University of Not-
tingham’s Geospatial Institute, in Great Britain; and at the Laboratorio 
di Geomatics at the Como Campus of Politecnico di Milano, in Italy. 
He used his sabbatical to advance his study of open-source geospatial 
research and education, focusing on the effects that population growth 
and climate change are having on vulnerable urban areas.

Spotlight 
on 

CPPA
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Faculty Bookshelf

Elizabeth Schmidt has more than 20 
years’ experience working directly 
with nonprofit organizations — 
including GuideStar and Colonial 
Williamsburg. She also has a J.D. 
from Stanford University, 15 years’  
practice teaching nonprofit law and 
management, and five teaching 
about social enterprises. This com-
bination undoubtedly enriches the 
perspective she brings this fall to 
her new position at CPPA: professor 
of practice. 

Schmidt comes to UMass Amherst 
from George Mason University, 
where she served as director of the 
Center for Social Entrepreneurship 
and as faculty director of the gradu-
ate program in social entrepre-
neurship. Her accomplishments at 
George Mason include expanding 
the master’s program and helping 
to create a new School of Social 
Impact and Innovation. She also 
developed graduate-level hybrid 
distance learning courses offered 
partly online and partly in-person. 

Her nonprofit experience began as 
the educational outreach manager 
at the Colonial Williamsburg Foun-
dation. Schmidt developed Colonial 
Williamsburg’s first website, wrote 
the organization’s strategic plan 
and launched a distance learn-
ing program. That fee-for-service 
social enterprise allowed Colonial 
Williamsburg to expand its reach 
beyond its physical footprint. She 
later served as general counsel and 
vice president of business develop-
ment at GuideStar. While she was 
there, Schmidt 
began teaching 
nonprofit law 
and management 
at William and 
Mary Law School. 

At CPPA Schmidt 
will teach both 
graduate and 
undergraduate 
courses on non-
profit manage-
ment and social 
enterprise.

Welcoming 
Elizabeth 
Schmidt Participatory Visual and Digital Research in Action, co-

edited by Associate Professor Krista Harper (anthropol-
ogy and public policy), Aline Gubrium and Marty Otañez, 
is a collection of articles showcasing creative uses of visual 
and digital research techniques in projects related to 
education and youth development, environmental policy, 
health care, heritage management settings and urban 
planning. The book serves as a companion to Participatory 
Visual and Digital Methods, by Gubrium and Harper. An 
open-access companion website offers readers additional 
information on each chapter and contributor. Left Coast 
Press, 2015.

The Public Professor: How to Use Your Research to Change 
the World, by Director M.V. Lee Badgett (economics), 
will be available in November. Badgett starts with a simple 
premise: “The work of academics can matter and be influ-
ential on a public level, but the path to becoming a public 
intellectual, influential policy advisor, valued community 
resource or go-to person on an issue is not one that most 
scholars are trained for.” Throughout this book, Badgett 
offers scholars practical strategies to become more en-
gaged with the world outside academia. She uses examples 
and highlights advice from influential academics to give 
readers tools that will help them turn ideas into action. 
NYU Press, 2015.

Associate Professor Sylvia Brandt (resource economics and public policy) published 
two major studies this year. The first, in the Journal of Allergy and Clinical Immunol-
ogy, quantified the financial burden of childhood asthma for families and society. 
In the March issue of The American Journal of Accountable Care, Brandt and her 
co-authors showed that current methods used to measure hospital quality are fraught 
with problems that have large consequences for how hospitals are reimbursed by 
Medicare.

Professor Kathryn McDermott (education and public policy) co-edited and co-
wrote an introductory essay for a special issue of the new Russell Sage Foundation 
Journal of the Social Sciences. The issue highlights the significance of the Elementary 
and Secondary Education Act of 1965 — the major source of federal funds for K-12 
education. McDermott also co-authored articles for the American Educational Re-
search Association 2015 annual meeting; Education Policy Analysis Archives; and the 
American Educational Research Journal.

Assistant Professor David Mednicoff (public policy) published several pieces this 
year in The Conversation, an online media outlet featuring “news and views from the 
academic and research community.” Mednicoff ’s articles focused on politics and cur-
rent affairs related to the Middle East and North Africa, including the Syrian refugee 
crisis, the March terrorist attack in Tunisia, and the Charlie Hebdo attacks in January.

Professor Joya Misra (sociology and public policy) penned an op-ed for the New 
York Times last fall, in response to Silicon Valley companies announcing they would 
start paying for female employees to freeze their eggs to delay childbearing. In the 
article, Misra argued that “work experience foregone to care for young children ex-
plains little of the [wage] gap. Taking experience into account, each additional child 
costs women about 4 percent of their salary.” Misra also co-authored essays for Inside 
Higher Ed, exploring racial and gender diversity and equity within academia. 

Lecturer Obed Pasha (public policy) co-authored two articles this year examining 
strategic performance management in the transportation industry. One report ap-
peared in the May issue of Administration & Society; the other was published in the 
International Journal of Public Administration.
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Last March, four CPPA students spent spring break 
conducting research in Nepal and Thailand for an 

international environmental conservation project. Sur-
rounded by breathtaking vistas, they filled their notebooks 
with data. Meanwhile, one realization filled their minds: 
Creating, implementing and 
enforcing effective and lasting 
policies is complicated. Very 
complicated.

“International development 
projects are often romanticized 
and glamorized. In reality, there 
are lots of constraints,” says 
Orlando Cordero (MPPA ’15).

He and Jennifer King (MPPA 
’15) studied a mangrove resto-
ration project in Krabi, Thai-
land, that could help protect 
against storm surges and other 
coastal hazards. In Pokhara, 
Nepal — about 50 miles west of 
the earthquake that ravaged the 
country in April — Maria Fer-
nandez (MPPA/MBA ’15) and 
Trista Ristvedt (MPPA/MBA ’15) examined cost-effective 
ways to reduce the risks of flash floods and landslides. 

Both endeavors were part of the International Union for 
the Conservation of Nature’s EPIC — Ecosystems Protect-
ing Infrastructure and Communities — project. The stu-
dents contributed to a five-year global initiative investigat-
ing the role that healthy ecosystems play in reducing the 
risk of natural disasters and supporting community-based 
adaptation to climate change. Their work also fulfilled 
CPPA’s capstone requirement.

The teams spent more than a week on the ground with 
extensive support from resident experts and staff at the In-
ternational Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN). 
With help from local translators, they conducted focus 

groups with property owners and community members directly and 
indirectly affected by the EPIC test projects. They interviewed govern-
ment officials and staff at nongovernmental organizations, conservation 
groups and health care facilities.

Fernandez and Ristvedt studied the many 
ways that roads affect villagers’ lives in a re-
mote mountaintop outpost. They estimated 
and monetized the net benefits of green, 
sustainable roads versus traditionally con-
structed roads in areas prone to landslides. 
Cordero and King set out to understand 
what role mangroves play in protecting one 
coastal community, and what the social and 
economic costs are to restoring mangroves 
where they have been destroyed. 

Along the way, they gleaned how challenging 
it is to create lasting change. But that did not 
discourage them. Cordero, for example, still 
plans to pursue a career in sustainable natu-
ral resource development and food security. 
And Fernandez would like to continue 
working on projects where environmental 
policy intersects with community develop-
ment. Their unwavering commitment to 

the difficult work of international development in large part is thanks 
to this project. In Nepal and Thailand they saw first-hand the myriad 
challenges to creating effective change, but they also saw clearly what’s 
possible.

Each student recognizes that thorough research is a crucial step toward 
establishing meaningful policies. They hope their work as part of the 
EPIC project will help in that regard. At the end of the full five-year 
project, IUCN will submit all of the research — including that from 
CPPA students — to the governments with EPIC test sites and make 
the case for expanding the infrastructure beyond those prototypes.

“The goal is to demonstrate that these kinds of approaches are worth 
bringing into the mainstream,” says Fernandez. “We know the solu-
tions. The problem is scaling.”

Global Fieldwork Shows Students 
Policy Constraints and Possibilities

Cordero and King with a fisherman they inter-
viewed, who lives on a floating home in a canal. 

Jessenia Carredano (MPPA ’16) 
interned this summer in the 
human resources department 
at Accion, an international mi-
crofinance organization based 
in Cambridge, Mass. Working 
behind the scenes gave her 
“an interesting perspective on 
how nonprofit organizations 
function.” It also offered her 
a “first-hand look at how an 
organization works to reduce 
poverty and … create a more 
financially inclusive world.”

Summer 2015 Internship Highlights
During his internship at Ameri-
cans for the Arts, Derek Krevat 
(MPPA ’16) evaluated the group’s 
educational materials as part 
of a re-branding project and 
compiled an economic impact 
analysis of arts-related nonprof-
its and businesses. “I’ve always 
been fascinated with the idea of 
communities using the arts as an 
alternative mode of economic de-
velopment, or at least a potential 
underlying force that can spark 
positive change,” he says.
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Alumni Updates

Rose Egan (MPPA) is now executive 
director at Voices from Inside, an organization 
that works with women in western Massachu-
setts who are or were incarcerated, offering 
writing groups, public speaking opportunities 
and leadership training.

Fran Hutchins (MPPA/MBA) is director of 
organizational development and training at 
Equality Federation, a national membership 
and support organization for independent 
LGBTQ advocacy groups. She co-directs their 
State Leadership Project and works directly 
with the boards and executive directors of 
equality groups across the country.

Kevin Moforte (MPPA) has launched a non-
profit called Upward Ventures and is starting 
a soap factory in the Dominican Republic that 
will employ mainly women.

Michael Sedelmeyer (MPPA/MBA) is now 
client solutions director at EMC, a global 
technology service company.

Varun Shetty (MPPA) is an international 
projects assistant at Kagoshima University, in 
Kagoshima, Japan.

Christine Barber (MPA ’03) was elected last fall to the Massachusetts House of Representatives for the 34th Middlesex district, which includes the cities of 
Medford and Somerville, just outside Boston. She enthusiastically acknowledges how her time at CPPA helped her build a strong foundation for this job.

State Rep. Christine Barber on how 
CPPA prepared her for Beacon Hill

Clem Clay (MPA) is the new execu-
tive director of Grow Food Northampton, 
an organization that promotes food secu-
rity by advancing sustainable agriculture in 
Northampton, Massachusetts.

Lali Kipshidze (MPA) heads a U.S. Agency 
for International Development project dealing 
with professional and economic development 
of women and girls in the country of Georgia. 

Carlo Ruiz-Giraldo (MPA) is now a program 
analyst at the United Nations Development 
Programme in Quito, Ecuador.

Patrick Archbald (MPPA) has been 
named interim police chief at UMass Am-
herst. 

Michaella Morzuch (MPPA) has been 
appointed president of the UMass Amherst 
Alumni Association’s board of directors. She 
is also a research analyst with Mathematica 
Policy Research in Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Sorin Dan (MPPA) has moved to 
Paris, where he is conducting policy research 

’04

’07

’08

for the Public Governance and Territorial De-
velopment Directorate at the Organisation for 
Economic Co-operation and Development.

Patricia Tillmann (MPPA) works in 
Seattle with EnviroIssues, a public involve-
ment and community outreach firm. She helps 
engage the public in infrastructure and en-
vironmental cleanup decisions, and provides 
strategic communications support to clients in 
the natural resources and energy sectors.

Shantel Palacio (MPPA) is the special 
assistant to the executive director of the Office 
of School Support and Supervision in the 
New York City Department of Education. She 
supports the executive director on managing 
information systems and internal tracking sys-
tems, and oversees the management of special 
projects such as identifying schools to partici-
pate in policy initiatives and press events.

Yan Wang (MPPA) is pursuing her doctoral 
degree in food science at Rutgers University. 
Her research focuses on phosphorescence 
from riboflavin, exploring its potential appli-
cations in food quality and food safety. 

’09

’10

’12

’13

CPPA: Are there projects you’ve worked on since being elected that are 
already making a difference for your constituents?

Christine Barber: Over the past few months, I have been able to meet 
and work with people in my communities doing great work on early 
education, transportation reform, greenhouse gas reduc-
tions and affordable housing. In particular, I’ve worked 
closely with a group of community members to address the 
opiate epidemic. It has been an honor to work with them 
to raise awareness of addiction to decrease stigma and get 
resources to help people get the care they need.  

CPPA: What is your favorite part of being a state represen-
tative? 

CB: I am a policy wonk, so I really enjoy many aspects of 
committee hearings and debating legislation. But the best 
part so far is going to events in my communities, where 
so much great work is happening. I am lucky to represent 
a vibrant area with great ideas that I can take back to the 
State House.  

CPPA: Why did you decide to run for the state legislature?

CB: When I was at CPPA, I spent the summer interning for two state 
representatives to work on a research project on education and training 

for welfare recipients. Rep. Ellen Story and Rep. Anne Paulsen were 
unlike any politicians I had met. They stood up for important policy 
issues and remained very connected to the communities they repre-
sented. That internship opened up a world of working in government to 
me. A number of years later, when I was working on health care policy 

at a national organization, I was very active in my com-
munity in Somerville, working on a number of issues, 
including food security, transportation and responsive 
local government. That work inspired me to consider 
serving as a state representative and helped me gather 
local support for my campaign.   

CPPA: How did your time at CPPA prepare you for your 
current role?

CB: I use policy analysis skills all the time — in identify-
ing a problem, weighing policy options and trying to 
look at issues from all sides. In addition, CPPA prepared 
me to take on a diverse array of policy issues and take 
into account different views. During my time at CPPA, 

I focused on social policy, and specifically issues affecting women and 
families. I had worked on welfare and public benefits issues previously, 
and at the time my focus was on welfare reform and its effects on the 
economic stability of families. Focusing on these issues laid the ground-
work for my future work in health care, and now my work on housing 
and creating greater opportunities for living wage jobs for families. 
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Alumni Updates IT Policy Studies Prove Smart, Timely 
Choice for Kvochko
As a student at CPPA, Elena Kvochko (MPPA ’10) focused on 
technology policy, strategy, e-government and implementation 
of electronic services for businesses and citizens. Her timing 
couldn’t have been better.
 
Digital proliferation is increasing everyone’s exposure to cyber 
risks, which has made cybersecurity a top priority for global 
organizations. After graduating, Kvochko worked as an infor-
mation technology specialist at the World Bank, then led the 
cybersecurity and industrial Internet of things agenda at the 
World Economic Forum. She now heads up global information 
security implementation and strategy at the British banking gi-
ant Barclays. And she loves it.  
“The expectations of our customers are rapidly changing and 
the digital environment is evolving so fast, which makes this one of the most interesting 
fields to work in,” Kvochko says. 
Earlier this year she co-authored an analysis piece in the Harvard Business Review exam-

ining why recent data breaches don’t seem to be hurting the compromised compa-
nies’ stock prices. The article cites examples at The Home Depot, Target, Sony, Kmart 
and JPMorgan Chase and shows that in each case, stock prices only dipped slightly 
and temporarily, if at all, following the announcement of a breach. She also con-
tributed pieces on technology and security to Forbes, the New York Times and other 
media outlets.  
“Until recently, there was a wide-spread assumption that customers don’t care about 
security and privacy of their data. However, this has changed,” Kvochko says. “With-
out ensuring proper security and privacy, it is no longer possible to win customer 
trust and confidence.”

Wendy Dagle (MPPA) is now the 
assistant director of the Multicultural Com-
munity Services of the Pioneer Valley, in 
Springfield, Massachusetts. 

Tracy Gebhart (MPP) is a special education 
research analyst at Success Academy Charter 
Schools in New York City.

Rebecca Gordon (MPP) is teaching algebra 
on the Zuni Pueblo, just south of Gallup, New 
Mexico. She is also pursuing her master’s 
degree in education at the University of New 
Mexico.

Hasmik Hayrapetyan (MPPA) is now project 
manager at the Heinrich Böll Foundation in 
Yerevan, Armenia. She is working on a project 
funded by the European Union titled “Solidar-
ity Network for LGBTI persons in Armenia 
and Georgia.”

Andrew McGavern (MPP) is special assistant 
to the director of the President’s Commission 
on White House Fellowships.

Patrick Kenney (MPPA/MEd) was promoted 
to constituent services representative in Rep. 
Niki Tsongas’ Lowell, Massachusetts, office.

Nodar Kereselidze (MPPA) has returned to 
his home country of Georgia and was appoint-
ed by the prime minister to a deputy minister 
position in the Ministry of Agriculture.

Sarah Malek (MPPA ’14) is now project 
administrator at the Harvard Pilgrim Health 
Care Institute’s Department of Population 
Medicine, in Boston.

Olive Munene (MPPA) is working on fiscal 
policy and debt issues at the Central Bank 
of Kenya. She is also teaching management 
theory and practice at the Kenya School of 
Monetary Studies.

Emma Nelson (MPP) is working as a permits 
biologist at the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
in Falls Church, Virginia.

Christopher Palmer (MPPA) has accepted a 
position as a social science research analyst 
at the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid 
Services in Baltimore, Maryland.

Joanna Springer (MPPA) is working with 
Global Communities, an international non-
profit that works on development issues in 
more than 20 countries around the globe. In 

addition, Springer has co-authored “Build-
ing a Failed State: Palestine’s Governance and 
Economy Delinked,” a policy brief drawing 
from her capstone project and original field 
research in Palestine.

Ana María Velásquez Giraldo (MPPA) is the 
technological watch and competitive intelli-
gence program leader at Pontificia Bolivariana 
University, located in Medellin, Colombia.

Kathryn Fox (MPPA/MRP) has ac-
cepted a job at the Berger-Marks Foundation, 
a small private foundation in Washington, 
D.C., that gives grants to organizations focus-
ing on workers’ rights issues, with a particular 
interest in increasing women’s participation in 
unions.

Trista Ristvedt (MPPA/MBA) is a finan-
cial analyst at SunEdison, an international 
company that manufactures, finances, installs 
and operates solar energy systems around the 
globe. She works with a team that develops 
utility-scale wind and solar energy systems.

Class Notes
’14

Clinton Wins Hertz 
Scholarship Award

Andrew Clinton (MPP ’15) won the 
2015 Hertz Scholarship Award for 
public service. In May 2014, Clinton 
earned two bachelor’s degrees from 
UMass, in political science and history. 
That summer he held two internships, 
as a policy analyst for the Brockton 
Mayor’s Opioid Overdose Prevention 
Coalition and as a policy and data 
analyst for the Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts’ Division of Capital 
Asset Management and Maintenance. 
He is now working at the Massachu-
setts Department 
of Housing and 
Community Devel-
opment as a capital 
projects coordinator. 
The Hertz Award 
is given annually 
by MPA alumnus 
George Hertz in 
memory of his 
father, Philip, a life-
long public servant.

’15
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Stay connected:

The University of Massachusetts Amherst invites applications for the position of inaugural Director of a new School 
of Public Policy (SPP) at the University’s flagship campus. We seek an outstanding scholar committed to the study 
of public problems and dedicated to the application of substantively important research to their solution. The ap-
pointment will be made at the rank of Full Professor. Building on the success of the University’s Center for Public 
Policy and Administration, the founding Director will be in a unique position to lead a faculty hiring strategy, to 
make the SPP a national and international hub for policy debates, and to create multi-disciplinary programs that 
prepare students for life-long engagement with public issues. For more information and application instructions 
please go to: http://umass.interviewexchange.com/jobofferdetails.jsp?JOBID=61479

Director of School of Public Policy

Seeking:
Professor in Public Policy and Social Science

Seeking:

Tenure-Track Faculty Position l University of Massachusetts, Amherst

The University of Massachusetts Amherst is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer of women, minorities, protected 
veterans, and individuals with disabilities and encourages applications from these and other protected group members.


